Bert rowe

Disclaimer: By using this website, you accept the Spokeo Terms of Use. This site should not be
used to make decisions about employment, tenant screening, or any purpose covered by the
FCRA. The records were matched using first and last name only. The records below may not
pertain to the individual that you're looking for, and may or may not pertain to the same charge.
Please make your own determination of the relevance of these court records. Browse Locations.
People Search Rowe Bert Rowe. Refine Your Search Results. All Filters. Bert B Rowe, Resides
in Darlington, PA. Includes Address 1 Phone 2. Resides in Oakland, CA. Also known as Albert
Rowe Holmes. Includes Address 11 Phone 6 Email 4. Resides in Crane, MO. Also known as
Rowe Bert. Includes Address 9 Phone 4 Email 3. Resides in Burkeville, VA. Also known as Berta
Rowe. Includes Address 5 Phone 2 Email 1. Resides in Damascus, OR. Includes Address 3
Phone 1. Resides in Niles, MI. Includes Address 3 Phone 5 Email 7. Resides in Osprey, FL.
Related To Mary Rowe. Includes Address 3. Includes Address 1 Phone 1. Resides in Lynnwood,
WA. Also known as Egbert Ernest Rowe. Resides in Canton, NY. Includes Address 4 Phone 3
Email 1. Resides in Louisville, KY. Related To Terry Rowe. Resides in Tulsa, OK. Related To
Olive Rowe. Resides in Corcoran, CA. Related To Rosealee Rowe. Also known as B C Rowe.
Includes Address 1 Phone 3. Resides in Hollywood, FL. Includes Address 1 Email 1. Resides in
Scotch Plains, NJ. Lived In Flourtown PA. Includes Address 2 Phone 1. Resides in Richmond,
VA. Includes Address 1. Resides in Midlothian, VA. Resides in Bakersfield, CA. Also known as B
Rowe. Resides in Kalamazoo, MI. Resides in Banning, CA. Related To L Rowe. Resides in
Pittsburgh, PA. Resides in Danville, OH. Resides in Omaha, NE. Also known as Bert Rowe , Al
Rowe. Includes Address 2 Phone 5 Email 2. Resides in Danbury, CT. Includes Address 2 Phone
4 Email Includes Address 2 Phone 2 Email 9. Resides in Grays Knob, KY. Includes Address 4
Phone 2 Email 5. Resides in Long Valley, NJ. Includes Address 4 Phone 3 Email 2. Resides in
Yorktown, VA. Includes Address 6 Phone 5. Statistics for all Bert Rowe results:. Our ethnicity
data indicates the majority is Caucasian. Bert Rowe. Rowe was a retired Richmond City police
officer and a U. Army veteran. Surviving are his wife, Barbara J. To the family of Bert Rowe: I
worked with and around Bert for many years. He was a unique, "one of a kind" type of guy. He
was hard working, helpful and truly loved law enforcement. My recollection is that he dearly
loved his family. I don't remember exactly when he retired, but I hope he found the happiness he
was looking forward to. We have a lot of good memories. I was very sorry to hear about your
loss, and I am sorry I could not be at his funeral. I worked with Bert many years, and he was a
fine person. My prayers are with you. I am very sorry to hear about Bert. We worked together for
many years. Please know that you and your family are in my thoughts and prayers. Barbara: On
behalf of all the retired Richmond police officers that Bert was a part of, we seek to encourage
you in the coming days and reflect with you on past memories that we have of Bert's life and
service to the City of Richmond. We are at a lost of words for the death of Bert. He was a giant
and loveable person that shared his knowledge and insights. We pray that God will wrap his
arms around his family with love and protection during this holiday season and the days to
follow. With deepest sympathy, I am praying that you will find comfort in the knowledge that you
are in the thoughts and prayers of friends both old and new. Obituary Send Flowers. Read More.
Guest Book. Not sure what to say? May God bless you and your May your hearts soon be filled
May the love of friends and As the days and weeks pass, and In loving memory of a wonderful
Grief can be so hard, but our Virgin Islands U. Minor Outlying Islands. Get email updates for this
page? Posting Guidelines FAQ. Never miss an update about Bert. Sign up today. Update Me. All
rights reserved. Donations can be made through Paypal and you do not need to open an
account. There are no fees charged to you when using credit or debit cards. Please Make a
Donation, Then send lofty your question. I put my A Class into a garage in Bootle, Liverpool for
a repair. When I went to collect it I was told that the engine light was on, he added that he had
checked it out through the diagnostic socket and , he knew what the fault was. I said no thanks.
I refused. When I got home I checked it out with my scanner I bought the scanner a couple of
months ago The scanner would not work! I checked the fuse box and the No 1 fuse was
missing. I bought a 20 amp fuse and put it in, my scanner was working so I deleted the fault
engine check light after a test run the light did not come back on. I realised that the garage must
have pulled the fuse knowing that it would cause the engine check light to come on. Also the
fuse must have been there for him to check it out through the diagnostic socket. After approx 6
weeks the engine check light has still not come on. I reported the garage to the Trading
Standard Office. They said they could not act on it because there was no proof, but they said
they would make a note of the garage address. I cant mention the name of the garage for
obvious reasons, but they call themselves Mercedes specialists!!! I remembered the Lords
prayer: "Thou shalt be done on Earth as it is in heaven" I hope he breaks his effin leg. Cheers G.
There just is no answer to this, albeit i have responded to the Owner. Accept to be alert for this
sort of Con. Garages are having a hard time , owners cannot at present waste money on

unnecessary repairs and services and so it looks as though some outlets will try to CON your
money out of you! If you suspect you are being conned get a second opinion before committing
to any work. If you do agree to work be undertaken get a written quote for the work, or will be
their word against yours when it comes to paying. I would always ask them to contact me if they
find other work before going ahead. If you live in the same area as this owner beware. You can't
Haynes have not produced a manual for the car. There is a pocket mechanic Vehicle Manual,
which is produced by Peter Russek, which covers the mechanics only. Please Note Haynes
Manual available as of Nov but I can not say which models it covers or the quality of the
information contained in it. However this is just one owners comments having purchased the
Haynes manual Very disappointing. There is no way that a novice like myself could ever renew
spark plugs or any other task using the limited amount of detail in the Hayes manual. No
mention of the module cover, extraction bolts, tools etc, and one tiny black and white photo. A
waste of money. The poly V belt tensioner is a pre-set so it isn't over tensioned, so the cause of
your problem certainly isn't that. I agree with Mb it is almost certainly the alternator bearing,
which isn't a large job for the seller but could be costly for you so get it fixed, I suspect what MB
were saying is that it could possibly be the tensioner mechanism itself, I call this a skate
because it looks like a roller skate with the poly V belt pulley wheels on it that is the problem. In
addition to the ignition keys you want two alarm keys one black one red but check first to
ensure you do have the scorpion alarm system ,look for tell tale socket in the glove box. Lofty 3.
Refer to your hand book our follow the guidance on my page 35 be prepared to undertake this a
few times before you get a result knack my page I have a rattle at the front of the car when
driving at slow speeds. Having driven some distance I have water under my car when I park.
This is almost certainly caused by the ice melting from the air conditioning pipe work under the
car. Do not worry unless you are having to top up the coolant reservoir. You have lost or a
plastic link has become detached from the selector mechanism, see mypage 59 for cheap cure.
Failure of central locking facility. My central locking has packed up working. You will possibly
find the pump is flooded. Remove pump dry out, see page Failure of rear screen wash facility
My rear screen washer isn't working even though the pump runs. There is a real possibility that
the joint in the washer hose has become detached at the top of the rear door 5th door see pages
42 page 26 treat as urgent or do not use your screen washers. In your hand book and on my site
page If these procedures are not followed to the letter this problem can arise. Solution, find a
garage with 'Star diagnostic equipment', they can delete the light, sorry there is no other way.
Top Tip when reconnecting batteries always put the side lights to the on position before
connecting battery. Re-setting windows. Your windows need re-setting, the information is in
your hand book or refer to my page 35 Interior lights problem. My interior light comes on when
I'm driving Almost certainly the 5th door needs adjusting, a quick job move the boot catch on
the lower edge of the door frame so that the boot lid 5th door shuts firmly , Also lubricate the
catch to prevent the lock from jamming closed. Setting car alarm. My key fob is not working at
present, if I lock the drivers door with the key blade will my alarm be set. If you set it with the
fob open it with the fob. Open it with the blade when it was locked with the fob and the alarm
will go off. Interior light defect My interior light stays on, and when I lock the car with the remote
key fob the alarm sounds after only a few minutes. The alarm sounds due the the voltage drop
when the alarm is set and is working correctly. Replace defective door switch. Ensure all doors
are closed correctly. See also question NO It will not work and you cannot get it coded, to work
with the transponder of the car you will have wasted your money. Ignition keys are coded to
your cars transponder and are only available through Mercedes-Benz Parts departments. Even
when ordered through your branch they will be ordered from Germany and be pre coded there
before delivery. Purchase of spare ignition keys. Sorry, No you have been misinformed, the key
will turn in your ignition but it will not start your car, the key must be coded to the transponder
on your car and that can only be carried out by DaimlerChrysler-Mercedes-Benz Germany.
Situated within the air induction pipe work is your mass air sensor MAFS its life could be
shortened if these particles get onto the glass reeds of the sensor, Mercedes have fitted a dry
air cartridge filter system to your car, ask your self why, before fitting an oil treated filter. ECU
testing. For further details and a discount off the repair Lofty does no reccommend using any
other company for doing these reairs. Strong smell of petrol. I have a strong smell of petrol
inside my car when I first get into it in the mornings. You will almost certainly find that the smell
of petrol is caused by a leak on one of the clips on the fuel line under the bonnet rear of engine,
the clips used by MB on the production line on early models are of the crimped type. Purchase
replacement clips from MB screw type and refer to mypage 12 as to which clips to replace to
cure your problem. Fitting ancillary parts, Tow bar. If you fit a Type Approved tow bar it will not
invalidate the vehicle warrantee. Under Block Exemption Rules a motor vehicle manufacturer
cannot prevent a franchised outlet from supplying or fitting components deemed to be of equal

quality to that supplied by the vehicle manufacture - such as a Type Approved Tow bar. See
page 32 for more questions on tow bars. Replacing rear brake drums My car has covered close
to Your brake drums when new measured between When I get above 60mph I get a severe
vibration through my steering wheel what is likely to cause this problem. This problem can also
cause uneven wear. Replace the pads and clips using MB parts, you cannot buy the clips alone.
Please remember you are dealing with the braking system of your car on which your life and
that of others depends. Fitting shims supplied with new MB brake pads. My new brake pads
purchased from Mercedes-Parts were supplied with 4 shims, my present pads are not fitted with
shims should I fit them. No do not fit them on passenger carrying vehicles. Please read the
correspondence on my page 27 which was received to this question from DaimlerChrysler,
Mercedes-Benz technical dept. Replacing cars main Battery I know my car could do with a new
battery, I have been holding off because I can't afford MB parts dept. The battery should be
recommended by the manufacturer for the Mercedes 'A' class, different models Diesel, Petrol,
use different batteries so make sure you make the dealer aware of you vehicle details. The
battery should have at least a 3 year warrantee. I would recommend Halfords Stores as the
supplier, they will test your old battery and dispose of as necessary, Install your new battery
and will have a specific battery for your 'A' class, reasonably priced, and with up to 4 year
warrantee on some batteries. Battery not holding charge I have charged my battery twice in the
last 3 months and although it is alright at present and my lights are bright it doesn't seem to
have a lot of punch when starting the car, on occasions I wonder if the car will start. The battery
on your car is a disposable item having a life of approx 3 - 4 years, modern cars with all their
modern electrical components demand a lot of power from the battery. Starter motors turning
over a cold engine will place a very heavy demand on the battery and is normally when the
battery shows it is age and condition. Batteries that register less than This test will determine
the state of you battery for further use. Oh yes it has been done! If fitting none standard bulbs,
make sure they do not overheat and damage the reflectors of the various lamps which are made
of plastic. Yes, two spanners will show as the service becomes due. Replacing coolant Hi lofty, I
want to change the Coolant, you mention on pre June 99 models that there might be a bled
screw, I cannot see this, however if one is fitted and I cannot see it, would pulsing the radiator
hoses also have the same effect in removing air. If you haven't got a bleed valve do not worry, if
the header tank, the bit you top up is higher than the rest of the hoses the air will find it is own
way out of the system. Make sure you run the car until the engine is hot and ensure the heater is
on full, that way the air can get out of the system and all the hoses completely fill. Check after a
few days and top up with fluid as necessary. Scorpion car Alarm My car is fitted with an alarm
with dongle keys like the ones shown on your site page 51 after I have driven off the red LED
continues to flash, but the alarm does not go off , have you any ideas why. Look at the pages
attached to page 51 and you will see that the scorpion alarm system has a self diagnostic
facility, count the number of flashes on your LED and read off the diagnostic code, in my own
case it was the rechargeable battery cell in the siren unit of the alarm system that had failed.
Steering column clonk! We have just picked up a 99 T plate A Elegance with a manual gear box
and 46K on the clock. Since picking it up we are experiencing a steering clonk on both locks
just especially when the steering is under load turning a corner. The car has just past its MOT
so I hope nothing serious was missed. Is there an area that I should look at in particular. It is
worth bearing in mind that the MOT does not now include a road test which is when these types
of problems show, also the small print on the mot claims that the MOT does not confirm the
road worthiness of the car and prospective purchasers should take that into account. If the car
is a lot of money it is always worth considering an AA or RAC inspection but with a 12 months
warrantee you should have no problems. Heater blower variable speed problem. I have a
problem the blower on my heating system, it will work OK on maximum but if I turn it down it
goes completely off How can I cure this problem. Heavy steering I've recently had problems
with heavy steering at low speeds and this seems to be much worse when the weather is cold e.
My dealer has warned me that it may need a new steering column. As this problem seems to be
erratic it seems to me less likely that it is a mechanical problem and more likely that it is to do
with the PAS. The fluid in the reservoir seems ok and there's no evidence of a leak under the
car. Do you have any suggestions for trying to test the fault or make a temporary fix? I agree
with you that it does sound like a power steering problem, The first question to ask is how old is
your battery? Get it checked at Halfords they can test the cells that will have a direct effect on
the power steering motor at the base of the reservoir. To check the power steering is working,
with the engine off turn the wheel, with the engine running re-test the second test should be
greatly easier than the first, as the wheels are turned you should hear the pump motor run.
Follow up mail Thanks very much for your suggestions. Since your reply have lubricated the UJ
with WD40 and this has improved the heaviness, perhaps it was the steering column after all.

Will get battery checked but seems OK for now - weather now warmer so can't be sure! I told the
missus I may have some bad news for her. I thought the head gasket had gone. Emulsion is oil
and water mixed to a foam like light brown material is common on the 'A' Class, yes the filler
tube is long as this doesn't help, however it is also caused by short runs where the engine does
not reach its full operating temperature. Take care if you do follow MB's advise that any rag
doesn't get left in the pipe and ensure the engine is switched off! Mercedes stipulate that the oil
should be changed every 12 months and this is a wise move, even more so if your car does
suffer this problem. Fuel filter? I am having problems my car stalls at the slightest opportunity
and I have suffered a loss of power , the problem seems to spasmodic but what could it be,.
Fuel related problem My car has been running rough for some weeks but know refuses to start
at all. Again this sounds fuel related see my page 12 and check the fuel pump is working, This
turned out to be a defective fuel pump which was replaced car is again Fine Note if you do not
change the fuel fitter when specified approx there is every chance you will burn our the fuel
pump which is working harder than it should have too to pump fuel to the engine. Vibration
from front interior lamp housing I am getting a vibration , annoying sound coming from the the
front interior lamp how can I cure this problem. This is normally caused by the packing wedge
between the roof and the ceiling lining having moved go to my page 8 and remove the lens and
lamp housing, re-site the wedge, problem solved the vibration is caused by the mini fan will
runs continuously as part of the climate control system in your car. Does anyone think it is a
good idea to put a conductive gel on the battery terminals? I think the main thing is to keep the
battery clean and dry , if you spill distilled water when topping up the cells then dry it off and
discard the wipe in the bin, one small spot of sulphuric acid and you will have a hole in your
pocket or seat cover!! And remember the vent tube fitted on your car when new was fitted for a
reason ,do not fit batteries without it, you well finish up with fumes in the car. Water in boot area
of car. I have water getting into the boot of my a class and cannot find where or how it is getting
in, what do you suggest. Sorry but there isn't a single word answer to you question as it could
be one of several things. The first thing is make sure you vacuum pump the unit sitting in the
well back left hand corner of the lower boot spare wheel area is free of any water. As a
precaution place the complete unit into a water proof bag and replace it in it is housing trim off
any excess but leave the top of the bag above the the top of the pump. If that does not cure you
problem then check the quarter lights rear side windows and also the wheel arches do one at a
time and you stand a better chance of finding the cause of your problem. Stuck boot lid Can you
help my boot is stuck closed and I cannot open it. This is not an uncommon problem, I can
assist you with a method of opening causing the least damage to the car and components but
you may still need a new boot lock and scuff bar across the bottom of the rear opening. Your
car spec will be basically in compliance with the model and year. However individual cars will
have different equipment as requested by the buyer, cloth, trim, body colour, etc, to see a list of
this information individual to your car go to this Russian site and put in your vehicles Vin
number starting WDB, located bottom left of windscreen , drivers door pillar , of on the
bulkhead cross member. Yes take a look at mypage 38 hopefully it will have all the information
you require. This was a fault that occurred on my own car, I checked the sender units on the
front drive shafts and cleaned them, I also cleaned off severe rust from one rear stub axle
sender unit. The fault was still present. See mypage Battery chargers I have just bought a
calcium battery for my car and am now told I need a special charger, is this correct and if so
how much will it cost and where can I get it. No you do not need a special charger, a standard
12volt battery charger will do the job. However remember it is better to charge any battery
slower rather than boost charging unless it is purely to start the car even then keep this period
to an absolute minimum. Halfords sell a battery charger suitable for all types of 12 volt battery
including jell filled. But will still only do the same job. Observation I had my car off the road for a
month and flattened the battery through my own neglect. I found that to fully charge the calcium
battery appeared to take longer the the standard sulphuric acid filled battery. Power steering
failure. I contacted you about 6 months ago and you advised me on how to get my ECU repaired
and your information was spot on. Its the time of year again when it is time for another problem.
Yesterday , on a warm sunny day , without reason or warning , the power steering completely
packed in. I have checked the fuses but all seem to be OK. I am assuming that it may be a
problem with the pump but my question to you is this : a Is there anything else that I can check
for before getting a new pump and b If I have to get a replacement one , can I get one from a
spare parts dealer or does it have to be programmed to my existing ECU? Before you do
anything, there is every chance that the problem is with the alternator and not the PSP, so get
that checked first, Any good auto electrician should be able help you with that one. The reason
is that there is a direct signal wire from the alternator to the PSP and if the alternator is not
working correctly that signal will not be received at the pump. The auto electrician could also

Check your PSP by testing the pump direct see my page 49 for location of the contacts. I take it
that you have not been through floods as this can cause a problem. Is only doing Engine in
running smoothly, has a tiny hesitation in 1st gear when pulling away, but only at low revs.
Tick-over is smooth, but rev counter does fluctuate at tick-over but by a really tiny amount.
Unless you were looking for it you'd never notice it. Driving style has been on motorways and
general on other roads. I only got the car this week and was taking it really easy to see what
MPG it would do!!! Car has just been serviced and air filter and oil new. I was expecting as I
have been driving so carefully to get mpg. Do you have any suggestions. With a full service
history the plugs should have been changed at miles same with the fuel filter although I doubt it
is connected to the later. Air con will make a difference although mines always on but the
mileage will go up if you switch it off that's when the light is ON in the centre of the switch ,see
my site for details the switch. Tyre pressures? Worth checking, correct pressures shown inside
fuel filler door. Re-set assyst My girl friends mum has a a, and the service light needs to be
reset. I did it last year and since then its done only miles. I've forgotten how to do it, and reading
on most sites it says press or hold button This information is displayed every time the ignition
is turned on although it does disappear after a few seconds. My recollection with Assyst is that
it only displays a few days or miles before a service is due or overdue. I can't recall Assyst
displaying continuously but perhaps I'm mistaken. The garage says that there is nothing it can
do to stop Assyst displaying every time. I do not do that many miles so the days equates to
roughly a year given that Assyst for whatever reason counts down by 2 for every one day that
passes. Have you heard of Assyst displaying every time the ignition is turned on regardless of
whether a service is needed or not and do you know if it is fixable? I am tempted to reset Assyst
by the buttons but then it probably stores it as another service and no doubt would then tell me
that a two-spanner 'B' service is needed next time around when it should be 'A'. No is the short
answer! It will continue, then go minus after the service date is exceeded. I sounds as though
the Assyst has not been re-set or the garage cocked it up somehow There is a procedure that
will allow you to reset it, which is what I suggest you try, to have the Assyst alerting every time
you turn the key is not on. However make sure that the next service due is the correct one
which means you may have to reset twice. Gear box problem I have had an A from , since three
weeks, it has km, was brought from Germany, and had all technical verifications in order, and
suddenly yesterday while I was driving I lost all gears except second gear. It will only go inside
second. The problem appeared suddenly, it went away for 2km or so and it appeared again and
this time it remained like this. Before this there was no weird sound to warn me. I would like to
know if I have to replace my gearbox completely or it is a problem that can be fixed. So I have to
know your opinionâ€¦can I fix it or do I have to replace it. Thank you very much and I hope you
can find the time to give me an answer I am little desperate right now. Please let mew know how
you get on. Even the most willing of mechanics needs guidance when working on such complex
components as gearboxes be they Manual or Automatic. I was close to cursing the day I bought
that car â€¦now I can only hope it will not cause anymore problems Thank you againâ€¦I am sure
you must hear this a lot but I cannot thank you enough for the effort you put in making your
website. It great to find good advice when you really need it Best wishes to you. Continued from
above. Once again an Owner is faced with the anxiety of a possible major gearbox fault when in
fact it is only a minor but important component that is at fault. In one instance an Owner was
told by Mercedes that the engine and gearbox would have to be removed from their car for them
to be able to trace the fault see mypage 59 So it really is in the interest of Owners to read these
forums and details on sites such as my own if you are not going to be faced with large bills
which in a number of cases are completely unnecessary. In the same way if this car had been
taken into the garage there is every chance that a diagnostics test would have been undertaken,
for which the customer would be expected to pay, however mechanical faults of this nature are
not going to be revealed on such equipment. It could be fitted at the roadside by either yourself
or a breakdown service but the part will only be available from Mercedes-Benz parts so you had
best carry a spare, or wait for the vehicle conveyor to arrive!! Purchasing used 'A' Class Hi
there, I am about to buy a A classic se privately and came across your website. Excellent work a wealth of information! Would you mind telling me what I should be looking for when
inspecting this car on Thursday morning please? I have heard many horror stories about
reliability, etc and am worried. There are too many things to list but if you go to mypage.
Instrument cluster and fuse related problems. Thanks again for your Merc A Class site, mate.
So, no Speedo, taco, petrol gauge, warning lights etc. Indicator needles simply refused to show.
No instruments Hadn't even done anything to the car: the instrument binnacle simply refused to
work. Can only conclude that the fuse had become slightly unseated and just needed reseating.
Vibration under the drivers floor must be able to unseat the fuses, possibly. Strange but true. I
wouldn't trouble you with an email like this normally, but I thought it might be interesting, as a

simple solution to a problem which loomed large in her mind, and was deeply unsettling to a
lady, no sexism implied or someone who needs to go to work immediately. Much appreciated.
Kind Regards, Tony. That's my theory anyway. Well done, some things are not technical they
are just common sense. I have managed to acquire two rear lamp reflector units for my 'A' Class
but they aren't complete with the bulb holders, I now need to fit orange bulbs but the off set
PY21W bulbs will not fit, how can I overcome this problem. The standard bulb for the later
March Face-lift is as you say the PY21W off-set pin bulb, you will need to obtain the 12v 21W
Ba15 SCC orange bulb, it looks the same as the PY21W bulb but the pins are central and parallel
to the bulb, These are available from large stores such as Halfords look on their upgrade white
rear lens section, you will not find them in the bulb section, they will fit your original bulb
holders. ECU management light is on! I have a Mercedes A reg nd52 ,it has just been in for MOT
and come back with the engine management light on, it only done miles. Also it will only rev up
to when in neutral, not sure if this is normal? Should I take it to Merc garage, is there anything
that they may have done to cause this? I I am not usually one of those that blames others I
accept sometimes thing just break but I am curious about this. Did the car pass the MOT? If it
comes to that - Before they start tell them you would like a copy of the print out. Then you can
sort out what you are going to do if it comes on again, if it does come back on get in touch
again and before before spending money. Beware when purchasing used 'A' Class. When this
owner mailed me and said his car was running erratically I suggested the problem might be his
MAFS sensor which was either dirty or suspect However his later mail indicated the problem
which If you are buying a used 'A' Class is worth noting so that it doesn't happen to you. New
owner quote I've found the cause for the engine irregularity. The catalyst ceramic element was
removed by the previous owner without advising me and the empty chamber caused O2 reading
problems. I changed the chamber to a smaller muffler and the engine is running very well. This
item is quite expensive here, I will try to find out the best solution. Power steering fluid. The
electro-hydraulic steering uses what type of oil? The Mercedes manual does not mention the oil
type. I cannot confirm that it is safe to mix these fluids and therefore it may be safer to drain and
re-fill the system if you are working on the power steering. It almost appears that the bolt is
seated in a plug of some kind which is moving round in the hole, having come detached from a
secure fixing point. Have you heard of this before? I do not want to lever against the battery to
try and and get the bolt out, so any advice would be very welcome. All I can suggest is that you
undo the securing bolt that will undo, if possible remove it fully, Then using a suitable socket,
extension bar and ratchet, apply the socket to the bolt and at the same time as you turn to undo
pull the clamp towards you firmly, that may work. The worst that can happen is you will put the
captivated nut from its housing. Do you have a copy of the fuse layout chart â€” my model came
without a chart â€” it believe it should have been near the battery compartment. Also â€” my A
has started to drain its battery whilst locked up and stationary over night? There is a fuse relay
layout chart for the W on my site, just check the index and print. As far as your battery drain,
there are of course components that are using power whether the car is used or not the clock
for one thing. Alarm if you arm it. How old is the battery? Your interior light could be the cause
of your problem, even though not working! If the live wires are into contact with the metal work
of the car you will drain the battery in time. Hydraulic clutch actuator? Have you ever heard or
dealt with the clutch hydraulic actuator? This part in my car makes an annoying noise when the
clutch is disengaged. Like a spinning ball-bearing without lubricant. Slippage is ok the clutch
disc is not worn and the pedal effort is higher than usual. There have been some comments
about noise, the noise is as you suspect is the thrust bearing, which although normally pre
lubricated and sealed has lost it is lubricant, it is as you suspect the component that contacts
the trust plate when it is spinning, when the clutch is released the noise stops as the bearing
stops spinning. If the clutch is ok then I suggest you try to ignore it it is the cheaper option by
far. Taking the car out of gear and releasing the clutch, As we should all do when waiting at
traffic lights, railway crossings etc helps to make the noise less annoying. Remote locking
problem. We have just purchased a A yr and the remote unlocking does not work I suspect key
is the problem and will at last resort go down the new key route! Remote does not work but
using centre console button to locks all the doors no problem but a pain. Do you think it could
just be the key or anything more serious! The first thing is to locate the fault, Have you tested
the key batteries Page 8 check to see that it works in accordance with that page, if not replace
batteries, Have you got a second key there are always two keys with the car so ask the previous
owner or garage if they have it. ECU wiring and abrasion. I have just bought a A Class and
searching the internet I came across your site. I am very glad I did because after reading your
info checking your wiring I checked mine and found wiring loom connected to the ECU unit had
2 of the wires rubbed through the insulation. I repaired with insulation tape. Again many thanks.
Rod, you are most welcome, And welcome to my site. Instrument cluster lighting failure. Many

thanks. I would appreciate your advice on a small? Have you come across this problem before?
Are talking about in the day time? Starter motor defective. I bought my wife a A petrol a couple
of weeks ago. I popped out in it yesterday morning, Saturday, came back left it on the drive for a
couple of hours and my wife then had to go out only to find it wouldn't start. I turned the ignition
on, all lights on the dash came on but it wouldn't start. No turning over no nothing. Called the
AA out who checked for common faults and came up with nothing, then rang his colleague who
is an ex MB mechanic and they decided the starter motor had packed up, but just to check it
wasn't the immobiliser we bump started it no problem. I left it running and he went saying that it
would need to go into a garage asap. When I turned the engine off and tried to restart it nothing
as before. Anyway thought I'd try it this afternoon, Sunday, and it started no problem. I took out
for a drive stopping and restarting it no problem. You do not say what mileage the car has done,
starter motors on this car can be a pain and even more than that costly to repair because the
engine has to be dropped to get at the starter motor. There is the remotest chance it is the
battery so make sure the battery is sound topped up to the levels with distilled water, and kept
fully charged, see my site, I use a automatic trickle charger about once a month because I do
not use the car much But I know then it is fully charged. The problem is, if it is the starter it will
do it again without warning, so make sure you keep the AA membership and carry a mobile in
the car. While the car is running search around for the cheapest quote, having got that you wont
have any more problems, Murphy's law! Stay in touch and have a good look at my site it is free
all you need is time, it will help you understand your car better If you have got to pay for the
repair then do as I suggest first, If the cars not been used much recently it might sort it is self.
But be prepared to have a replacement starter fitted, nothing worse than an unreliable car!
Crankshaft pulley wheel shedding it is outer drive surface. Reading your article gives me
confidence that I am on the right track and the pulley de-bonding could answer two questions
this might be the triumph of hope over reality though. Can you tell me that the diesel engine is
in principle similar to the petrol engine shown in your fantastic pictures? I responded to this
owner indicating that there were details on my site showing the belt tensioner etc and that as far
as I was aware the basic parts on the engine were the same. This case is one of which I was not
aware, nor it seems are some Mercedes Dealers. Owners reply Here is a mystery! The poly belt
pulley arrangement on my A is different from all the others! You will recall that there is an alloy
casting that holds the 3 pulleys the centre one being the tensioner. This was well beyond the
comprehension of the local Merc parts department, AND he said that were the part to be
incorrect there would be no refund!!! In other words if we get the wrong one in you pay â€”
Nooooooo! I feel that this might be illegal even? The next Merc parts dept, some 30 miles away
is more helpful hence the attached pictures. That is what the Vin number is all about to identify
your individual car, in all respects. Another anomaly that came to light on the Acdi was that the
alternator is water cooled??? Yes water cooled. Ignition module re-installation procedure. I have
an A They used their diagnostic equipment and came up with no. As yet they have not
specifically identified what could be causing the problem. Could you point me in the right
direction - could it be the coil pack?. If so where is it and how accessible is it. If they have
changed the plugs? Take a look at my page. Temperature gauge? Thank you very much for
such a detailed and useful web site. Please explain why the model does not have a temperature
gauge? Thank you, Mike Collins. I can't answer that except to say, why doesn't a car of this cost
have an oil pressure gauge? I agree that they do clutter the dash, and with modern roads as
congested as they are, the less there is to distract your attention from the road while driving the
better. Even when jacked off its front wheels there is a distinct roughness which can be felt in
the top bolt of the struts as the steering is turned lock to lock. How is the bearing item 8 below
supposed to be lubricated or is it a sealed unit? We have no salt issues here and my wife
scarcely takes the car out if it rains - due to slippery surfaces after prolonged sunshine. A
January should still have a few days warrantee?? Good luck and have a good day. Swivel
bearings cont. Continued from Above. This sort of feedback may be useful to us all. What a
night to day difference in the car's overall feel! The technician told me that this was quite a
common problem. I suggested to him that maybe the extra stress on the powered steering
column and un-lubricated UJs was responsible to a large degree for steering problems and he
agreed that this was a plausible opinion. I will give feedback on this too as I discovered that
they had to replace the diff bearings in 2 other As in the last 6 months with the same problem. A
great result, it is worth remembering that the warrantee period is 3 years and providing all the
conditions of the servicing have been met by you the Owner then it is always worth taking the
car back to Mercedes-Benz for at least inspection. In this particular instance it really had paid,
and the final outcome is a great result. Just a little advise that when heeded has saved the
owner a great deal of money. Replacing rear shock absorbers. Firstly thanks very much for the
site Quick question, had a quick go at fitting some new rear shockers to the wife's a model I've

just read your item no. Do you tackle it from the top or bottom? You also say to remove the
inner arch plastics - would this give me access to those top shocker nuts? Although I didn't
change my shocks I did go through the process I was able to ease the plastic wheel arch and
get a ring spanner on the nut you mention You could remove the plastic arch but I do not think
it is necessary. Removal of rear seat Hi lofty, I'm an Italian owner of a w class a, year I've solved
a lot of little problems with your guides, so I'd want to thank you a lot. Fortunately, there's only
one unsolved problem in my car, regarding the back double seat. The lever that make the seat
go down it is probably broken so I can't incline the back and remove the seat too this is what I
need. Is there any operation that I can do to put away the seat with the lever broken? I have just
taken a look at my seats I'm not convinced you can release the seat without first folding the
backrest. The only thing I can suggest is that you try to take the seat out of the car, if you can,
then have a good look at the area where the release handle fits you may be able to get repaired
but I do not thing there are any spare parts you can fit. I have just taken this photo so you can
see what it should be like. Photo mailed to owner page Front suspension broken spring. Hello
Lofty I have discovered that I have a broken front spring on my A Could you give an advice on
how I can change the springs and possibly the bearing at the top of the front struts? Do you
think I would need to hire some spring compressors or any other tools to help me get the job
done? Thanks for your help. No you should be able to deal with it without special tools, you will
need to remove the spring, if it were me, I would do both together to keep the front of the car
balanced, also check the lower spring cup to make sure it is not been damaged. While you have
the top bearings off soak it in thin oil that may help with the gritty movement. All the information
is on my site look at page Brake light Fuse problem. Hi The problem I am having with my A
class is, the brake lights, when ever I press the brake the fuse blows 10 amp number 40 , have
you any ideas of what may cause this problem. Excellent site by the way. It also goes to show
that sophisticated equipment such as 'star' diagnostics is not always the answer, just a bit of
good old common sense. Steering rack problem! Help as it has recently failed MOT on this
steering issue. It seems to be an intermittent problem which can stay away for as much as four
days then returns with vengeance preventing steering e. Please reply ASAP. Go to my page 49
and study that part relating to greasing the BUJ's the lower UJ is usually the one at fault jack up
the front of the car until the wheels are just off the ground, open the rubber cover over the lower
UJ it is two half cups slide the upper on up the column taking care not to damage, spray the jug
with copious sprays of wd turning the wheels from right to left, when the steering has eased
then grease the Uj and replace the cups wiping the area clean also check the power steering
reservoir make sure the fluid is on the stick , if it is off the bottom of the stick you will need to
purchase Mercedes fluid to top it up. I'm a lecturer in motor vehicle, we have an A class in the
workshop at the moment with all the symptoms of a defective MAFS. We gained access to the 2
glass reed sensors and carried out a resistance check manufactures spec is ohm's mass and
10ohm,s temp , the air temperature was out of range. As a college we would like to replace the
defective reed sensor, if not both sensors. I believe this is more beneficial to the students than
just sending the unit of for a re-build. Do you know if and where I could buy the glass reed
sensors. Sorry I have no idea where these are obtained from, whether BAA would share this
knowledge with you I'm not sure as they obviously make a great deal of money doing the
repairs. There is also another contact which I put on my page 38 only yesterday but again it a
commercial enterprise and I suspect they will want to guard the information. Gear selector
problem. Dear Lofty, just an e-mail to thank you for your great website, I now use your website
more than any other car website. I was driving to work the other day on the motorway, and the
gear stick kept going into neutral from fifth gear. I had to drive home on the motorway, holding
the gear stick in 5th gear. I ordered a new Part from Mercedes Benz part website, which came
next day, and I have just fitted it now and the car selects the gears and more importantly stays
in the selected gear. I would just like to say, again thank you, I do not really have any
confidence with taking the car to Mercedes Benz, and it was a delight to find the info on your
website, and ensured me a trouble free sleep when I went to bed. Kind Regards. Are
Mercedes-Benz workshop staff really so naive that they are not aware of this common problem
on the 'A' Class or are they just trying it on? This is not the first time an owner has been told
that there is a major gear box fault and that it will have to come out of the car and be replaced. I
have a A Avantgarde, that I bought about 2 years ago, it has about , km on the clock around 86
km when I got it We recently had flash flooding in our area 20th Dec , I drove through about a
foot or more of water covering the road. The power steering went almost immediately, and after
reading your section on power steering pumps I could see why, having the electronics so close
to the road surface. I called my MB service centre and they could not check it until the 8th of
Jan. During this time I only made a few short trips to the local shops. First trip, the car didn't
want to start when I came back from the shops, but eventually did after about minutes. The next

time, the car shut off on me while I was slowing at a set of lights. I didn't even realise it had cut
out, until I tried to speed up and saw all the lights on the dash come on. While being on hold for
about 20 minutes, I tried it again, this time it started. I drove it straight home. The next day or so,
I tried starting it again, and all I got was fast clicking sounds. The following day, not even the
remote unlock worked, the battery was almost completely drained. I had to get it towed to the
MB Mechanics. They said that the power steering pump was at fault, and that I must have left
something on to cause the battery drain. Luckily he suggested that I go through my insurance,
which covers floods. So I drive home everything is fine. Next day I'm driving down a busy road,
slow at the set of light, and you guessed it. The car quit on me again!! I called the MB Mechanic
and complained about the reoccurrence of the problem. But he tried to make it sound as if it
was an unrelated problem. But he said he saw no letter. Sorry for the long explanation. I guess
what I'd like to know from you, the guru, have you come across a problem where the car cuts
out while driving and seems to drain the battery. Any help would be appreciated as I do not
want them to replace part after part until they find the cause. The power steering failure as you
say was almost certainly caused by the flooding, the failure of the car to start since is a different
story although could be related, I have not heard of the battery draining in that way although it
is obvious that it was caused by a short circuit somewhere on the system. If they have not done
so then ask them why and if I were you I would also contact your insurers and explain that the
damage caused by the floods has not been satisfactorily completed by the company involved ,
hopefully they will contact them. Get the diagnostics done and go from there but emphasise
that you do not consider they satisfactorily completed the work on the car in the first instance
as it let down with hours of picking it up and that you do expect a bill for the test. Has the new
battery held up? Hope that helps and good luck, bearing in mind your workload you deserve it '
Lofty Further mail from Owner. Just a quick update. Remember me? Flood caused Power
Steering failure and battery drain MB arranged a tow from my house to there service dept, after
my Insurance contacted them. Should be ready tomorrow. Another good outcome. Hi, lofty My
car had also suffered some minor loom damage in the same areas highlighted on page Luckily
there was no damage to the actual wires, so repair was easy using loom tape. Unfortunately, the
heater hose was badly damaged, caused by the cable tie on the ECU, and had to be replaced.
Removing the air filter housing etc improves access; the use of a remote action hose clip
removal tool [ and a generous helping of patience! Hope this info helps Regards, Chris. This
problem is well documented on the main site Page 54, any owner who has not yet inspected
their car is in my opinion looking for trouble. This is a real problem that I have contacted
Mercedes About, they indicated that they would inform branches of the problem , however if
your car is not serviced by them it will not be checked , so take the matter in hand yourself
before you car sufferer a breakdown which will cost a lot of money to put right. So check you
car before the damage is done you will same yourself a lot of hassle and if you can't undertake
the repair yourself , MB will want at least and hour to do the job along with parts and VAT
Incidentally you do NOT NEED a diagnostics test to locate this fault, so make sure your not
charged. Re-synchronising ignition keys Hi, Just wanted to say that I have just used your
method of synchronising the key fob and have successfully started my car again! It was
completely dead today and the doors would not lock either but this worked. Thanks, Mike.
Synchronising transmitter signal for key fob remote control. I am reliably informed that this
procedure only applies to keys that have already been pre-programmed to your car. However if
you have remote key that having been programmed to your car fails to either unlock or lock
your car and on which the battery test above is satisfactory, it may well be that it wants
re-synchronising with your locking system, Mercedes-Benz direct the following be carried out:A. Press the locking 2 or unlocking 3 Twice momentarily. Within 30 seconds turn the key to
position 2 Press black button 1 to release key from fob. Well done mike and thanks for the feed
back. As with all cars there are procedures to follow for certain problems thank goodness we do
not all need to use them, that doesn't mean of course that we shouldn't take action to ensure
other owners are aware of these procedure, hence the information on my site. What a pity more
people do not provide the feed back, it confirms the procedures do work. Noisy front
windscreen wiper motor. A fantastic site I guess it just needs a bit of oil somewhere, but it looks
as if I'd have to go thro the length removal process to get access to the motor and gears. Is
there any sort of access point I can just to spray in some 3-in-1 oil without going to all the
removal trouble? In short NO! It really does depend on what's causing the squeak? If the dry
joint is one of the ball joints you will need to follow the instructions on page 42 Do not follow
the air con page details The joints can be pulled off and then greased molly-grease or any light
grease will do the job, if your thinking of servicing you own car? Then get an air con filter
Activated carbon filter. Watch you fingers and loose clothing ,ties etc, if activating the wipers
while unguarded the mechanism is very powerful. When this owner posted his question on the

baby-benz. Went to start car last night, nothing, no dash lights, just the SRS light. After a couple
of minutes trying, it worked fine and purred like a kitten. Parked at the CO-OP, came back,
nothing again, SRS only no other lights or sounds, after about 20 minutes of screaming at it,
started fine again, like nothing is wrong! Got home, switched off, tried to start, nothing again.
This morning started after a couple of minutes trying. Does anyone have experience of this
problem and what was the cause, I'm sure that MB will say "immobiliser problem costing
scullions", but I'm not so sure as it runs perfectly when started, eventually. My response. If you
have two keys have you tried them both and do the both produce the same same problem? The
owner responded that no he only had the one key. In that case disconnect you battery leave for
20mins or so then reconnect follow the correct procedures for disconnecting and re-connecting
and put the lighting switch to at least side lights before connecting the battery reduce the serge
of power going to the ECU. That may reset the system. Hope that helps. Feed back is essential if
we are all going to gain from any of these forums! Owners feed back Well I never!!
Disconnected battery for half an hour, reconnected and bingo! Will leave it overnight and try
again in the morning, but initial signs seem good. Lofty, once again your advice has come up
trumps. I will post in a couple of days or so to let you know the outcome Just goes to show that
'star Diagnostics is not always required and it is a tip that is well worth remembering. After all if
your PC at home plays up, you power down and re-start the system, and invariably it sorts it is
self out, you car also has an inbuilt computer!! Report from owner 4 days later and the car is
fine. Multiple faults after side impact I bought an a 51 reg, been damaged, side impact. No
airbags deployed. I have had the rear quarter and both drivers side doors changed. Auto
electrician states its airbag ECU is faulty, plus shows fault on passenger side airbag. Never
deployed He also states there is a fault on speed sensor, may be gearbox. The guy was not
sure. Can anybody help me, do I need a new it plug in? Can the old one be re-programmed?
Please help The final outcome of this question was this mail from the Owner. Just thought I
would fill u in on my car, basically the ECU control module was faulty so had it replaced at a
cost of pounds. The abs esp fault was due to an incorrect rear wheel size, that was free With a
modern car like the A class things aren't as simple as that, your SRS I suspect is showing
because the car has detected the collision and the SRS with therefore need re-setting using star
Diagnostics equ. The slightest fraction out of alignment and the Abs light will show, was the car
checked on a jig for chassis alignment before having the other work done? As far as the EML
engine management light is concerned this could be something as simple as the car standing
around, if it will run then give a good run and see if the light remains on. Again a diagnostic test
will point you in the right direction, again it could be connected to the impact. The other point to
remember is that if the car was written off by the insurers, you may need to get it re- MOT and
inspected before a new tax disc will be issued. This procedure was set up to stop cars that had
been in collisions and written off being put back on the road without a VOSA inspection the also
includes verification of ownership. Pleased you got the car sorted out, but you spent far more
money than you needed to! You must read my pages as I cannot answer all the questions fully
and keep the site up to date. I'm still unsure where this driver lives in the World? Scorpion alarm
dongle keys? From the information posted on your site I see I should have a black dongle key
for my car alarm I was only given the red key with the two fob keys when I purchased my car ,
can I get a black key anywhere. However you cannot get Black keys unless you have the red, so
you were lucky in that you were at least given the black key. There is a link for scorpion on
mypage It is worth noting that the red key 's or master key is limited to consecutive operations,
although I can never see a situation where this might arise! Power steering defect Hi Lofty,
Great web site, could not have serviced my A class with out it! A few months ago now, I drove
up to oxford from Hertfordshire to stay with friends, the next day we got in to the car, the
steering became heavy, and there was a buzzing sound when the steering wheel was turned,
also the battery light came on when this happened, of course this only occurred when slowing
down and making a turn, any way after a couple of days the problem went a way, so thought
nothing of it, but now it has returned, some one told me that it could be water getting in to the
pump and causing a shortage and will right it self once the water or dampness goes. Would be
most grateful for any ideas you may have. Best regards Geoff Geoff hi pleased you found the
site useful, please consider purchasing my CD it has twice as much info on it as the site itself.
Battery page14 Lofty. Problems starting, cured by disconnecting the battery as you suggested.
Lofty I e mailed you last week re my A class not starting Had the battery and starter motor
tested both fine I did as it was suggested Merc started first time and has every time since! Great
News, it just shows that going to school was beneficial, and now saves you from the clutches of
those that 'demand so much for so little,' Not quite Winston Churchill but not far off! This
technique call it what you will, has now worked on a considerable number of occasions and has
saved owners a fortune, it came about after considerable thought. A large number of us use

PC,s if the system crashes or locks up , we can over come the problem by switching off the p. I
suspect they would pooh-pooh this method but if it works so what! Oil water emulsion in engine
oil filler tube. Dear lofty as I have seen all your posts man. I think you are the god of the A-class.
I bought recently an A I have been seeing white stuff on the oil lock. I am dead afraid its the
gasket. I think the seller hooked me m8. Would you please advise. No do not worry this is
normal on the 'A' Class, it is caused by condensation in the long plastic filler tube. One good
long journey and it will be gone, however when you change the oil get a none fluffy cloth and a
long screw drive or some such tool and wipe out as much as possible before filling with the new
oil. If the head gasket was to go your coolant level would also fall and oil level would rise so if
your not putting in coolant fluid then you have no worries just enjoy your Merc best wishes
Lofty. DIY servicing A class. Lofty, Hoping for some advice I well my boyfriend is! Hi, go to my
page 47 at the bottom there are two files they will tell you what's required on a given service
obviously could be made up by two when things that have previously been checked become
due again. The re-set procedure is on my page 35 and my CD! Over the years you have been a
fountain of knowledge regarding the A-Class I have contacted you several times regarding my A
, and you have always been very helpful. You may remember last year my rather large MB
service and Alternator story posted on SVC Well yesterday I decided to get the rear shoes and
drums sorted 80, mile now at the same time the car was due its MOT. Front spring, drivers side
had broken, and when they came to replace the spring noticed that the cup on the shock
absorber was cracked through. The mechanic at my local garage Very good, and not MB! Are
MB sure there is not a problem! MB maintain there is not a problem and they also say that the
car will not be dangerous if the spring and cup break!!!! Shame on you MB. On my pre-MOT
page 48 I do mention inspection of the springs and front support cups located on the struts
which I strongly advise to be checked prior to the MOT Alarm, yes of course it shouldn't happen
but having looked at other marques they suffer spring damage as well, so what more can I say
except check and spray with duck oil. Front suspension failure. Just wanted to say thanks for a
great website - it is priceless. My wife's A-class suffered what I would call a catastrophic failure
in the front suspension, exactly as detailed on your website. Fortunately she was only reversing
off the drive at the time. Your the second owner with this problem this week the other car failed
the MOT see above he doesn't know how long he's been driving around with a broken spring
and cracked cup! Close inspection is the only way to detect this problem and before it causes a
real problem, I'm firmly of the opinion that this problem will cause a serious accident at some
point so keep an eye on your springs all-round so that it doesn't involve you. Reporting your
findings to VOSA may also help other owners page Problems with scorpion alarm system. Hi
there, have just been looking at your excellent website and wondered if you might be able to
help me? My A class a's key fob has stopped working. I can open the car and drive it but the
alarm sounds as I drive. Is there any way to disable the alarm and drive it correctly? I doubt this
though as this happened before and the AA fixed it. Any advice most welcome. The owner
decided to get a diagnostic test done and took the car to Mercedes-Benz! Report says, removed
scuttle panels, removed wiper arms. Signal intermittently failing with das control module.
Current and stored fault with DAS control module - requires new. Reluctantly paid it. Got home,
opened key fob and brand new batteries inside. MB never mentioned it. Will be well angry if that
is all they have done for that price. Might just sell it on now to be honest. Wife needs bigger car
anyway soon. Having mentioned my page 51 on which a great deal of information is available on
the alarm, I continued. Scorpion are very receptive and helpful company I also sent the owner
other information which I felt would help him resolve the problem with links to the scorpion
alarm page page 51 The the best of my knowledge there is nothing behind the scuttle mentioned
apart from wiper mechanism and the scorpion alarm horn unit, and this is fitted with a
rechargeable battery on the pcb that is designed not to be replaced. A new unit is required. If
indeed a fault is present on the car then this would have been picked up on the 'Star'
diagnostics, why MB should claim to have removed the scuttle and wiper blades is any bodies
guess. I wonder why? I leave you to draw you own conclusion! Perhaps they looked behind the
wipers because they page 42 smelt a rat! I certainly do!! The have to build the engine out to do
so. Is this correct, or can it be an other less expensive problem? Thank you, ,. Also If MB do do
the JOB make them aware that reverse gear must be selected and remain selected throughout
the whole procedure, not being removed until the New switch is in position and tightened.
Although this is a fiddly job it certainly does not require the engine to be removed, only a
couple of cables on the gear selector moved to allow access to the switch which looks like a
sparking plug. Hope that helps My advise would be to use a Mecedes-benz Independent garage
as the one you are using obviously do not know what they are talking about and are not using
their own workshop information as a reference to your probable, Independents are cheaper and
normally do a decent job for a lot less money. ACS transmission problem Thanks for your reply.

I've found a similar problem and solution on another site. Unfortunately, his A is semi-automatic
and mine is automatic, so, it doesn't apply to mine. Can't find the link now, so, am typing what
I'd printed off last week Hope the info is still useful in some what ways. I had a ACS that the
pump failed on. The symptoms started with the car suddenly reporting an error on the dash and
the car refusing to go into gear. At first if I switched the car off for five mins and on again it
usually fixed itself. However the fault quickly got worse to the point it wasn't driveable. I found
that a sharp bang to the passenger side wing got the car going again for a short period and
when I discovered this was where the ACS pump was I decided to investigate. Remove the
passenger side wing, very easy as it is just bolted on. Behind it you'll find the pump it looks like
a large cylinder with a tube coming out the end and a smaller cylinder on the side. I removed it
completely as at the time I didn't know what was wrong with it but I suspect you can just unbolt
it so you can get access to the electric motor on the side the smaller cylinder. If memory serves
there where two screws holding the motor casing on, undo these and pull the casing off to
reveal the rotor and actuator. Look closely at the rotor end which is towards the tube end of the
larger cylinder, you should see a sort of structure holding two blocks of copper either side of
the rotor. These are the bushes and in my case these where the problem as they had worn out
after 60K miles!! These blocks have a silver wire coming out of them through a cut out in the
cage. As the bushes wear the wire moves along this cut out until it meets the edge of the cage
and can no longer self adjust at which point the pump fails. To remove the bushes carefully
prise open the end of their runners, slide them out and cut the silver wire remembering to leave
enough to solder your new bushes to. Fit in reverse order to removal, being careful with the
motor casing, it contains magnets around the inside so it can be tricky to get the rotor end into
the casings bearing. And remember you'll need a soldering iron to re attach the bushes silver
wire. If like me, you remove the pump completely and let all the hydraulic fluid out, a simple way
of bleeding the system once the pump was re attached is as follows. Switch the ignition on with
the bleed valve open, close the valve and switch ignition off, repeat a few times. When I received
a question from this owner about the dreaded 'F' showing on his display and the fact that his
car had gone into 'get you home mode', all I could tell him was that on the Auto Clutch System
ACS gearbox the had a hydraulic pump situated under one of the wings which was responsible
for the defect, I was not sure, as my car is a manual if this also applied to the fully auto gearbox.
Heater tap!!! Hi Lofty I have an A diesel. I've just started using the heater again and it is either
hot right at the top on the windscreen image or one click to the left and it is cold. My Dad says it
is the heater tap Sorry to trouble you, your website is just fantastic. I got my slave to have a
look for me at the weekend and the heater runs perfectly now. Someone else told Dad about
there being no heater tap, he's now muttering about 21st century cars Once again thanks a lot.
As far as I'm aware there is no tap! On the old Morris minor yes your dad is right there was a tap
turn it off in summer and open it in winter On this car I'm not aware of any control valve that you
can operate. It is the case that the heater does not fully operate until the knob is turned quite
high up on the dial almost into the red move away from that and it cools very quickly. The
heater is reliant on a good air flow and so you need to consider when was your activated carbon
filter last changed? And do not upset you dad by telling him that cars do not have taps
anymore, they are quite often sophisticated valve assemblies integral of the heater control
system and are tucked away so that you have to pay large sums of money to get them replaced,
oh if only we had simple taps back again, how easy life would become!! I have attached a file
that will give you some idea of what I'm on about. Front brake pads. Hi there, been reading your
info on the a class, I am changing the front brake pads and discs, pads no probs, but mine are
not vented on a class d reg, can see the T30 Torx but hard in there , but do I have to take the
centre hub nut off to get the disc off thanking you, Anglesey north Wales. I'm not aware that the
front nut has to come off, that only holds the stub axle and drive shaft assembly the disc fits
onto that if you look closely you will see the fit of the disc only although it may look like one ass
, Remove the securing screws T30 Torx and tap the disk from the rear it will give if you keep
going round evenly. Mine aren't vented with holes as some models that's holes in the disc
however they are double skin i. Signs of pulley 'V' Belt failure. Thanks Lofty. I bought my A in
May, and several things happened - loss of power intermittently would run fine for days then
suddenly seem as though I needed new plugs - your site seems very helpful here as it seems it
might be the fuel filter. Last week I was pulling away and I noticed there was suddenly no
power-assisted steering, and at the same time a puff of white smoke or steam? When I got it
home I opened the bonnet and saw some that kind of liquid seemed to be splashed around the
bottom of the compartment. I guess it is either the voltage regulator or the alternator, plus
possible follow-on damage to cooling system? Any suggestions welcomed. Happy days.
Thanks again. In the first instance are you diesel or petrol? Sounds very much as though your
poly V belt has gone. Again driven by the belt and the power steering also powered by the

alternator direct, not from the battery. PS further mail confirmed it was the poly V belt. The
engine certainly got hot although there is a electric cooling fan the water pump would not have
been circulating the water, Chances are a new belt, there are two, air con and non air con,
different lengths so get the right one. You may well have got away without doing further damage
certainly worth a try 'Autocheck' I mentioned earlier are MB wise and do have 'Star' Diagnostics
if required, but they do not need it in the first instance. If your doing it yourself and it is
possible, then you will need the layout anyway as it is complex without guidance. Stay in touch
I'd be pleased to here how you get on and advise if required. Readers my wonder why I asked if
it was petrol or diesel? The white smoke could have been from a blown injector , however
having read on it became obvious as all models are fitted with poly 'v' Belts. Best advise is if
you have these symptoms do not drive more than you have to to get to a safe parking lot, then
call breakdown to get you home. This owner had driven miles! This is not a job that can be done
at the roadside. Problems starting Hi lofty, Sorry to bother you with a question but I'm a student
and the mounting prices of my 'A' class are causing me bother. The first time was yesterday
lunchtime, I put my key in, I got SRS and dash, power was all fine, but no noise when the key
was turned to the ignition position. I cursed my luck and took the key out, tried it again, nothing.
Took it out one last time and tried and it worked. Then this morning very cold it happened again.
If it hadn't been for the fact that it happened the day before I would have thought it was due to
the temperature, but this morning I went and got my second set of keys to see if it was an
immobiser problem. The car started right away. So I turned it off and tried the old key again, and
low and behold it worked. I just do not know what's going on, car has done 90, miles, and so far
has always been serviced fully by Mercedes authorised people. The only thing I did which I have
never done before was fill the car up full with petrol, but its crazy to think that this is what's
causing it. Many thanks, Your site is fantastic and I'm going to buy the CD Rom of you work
soon so I can carry out my own work, as soon as exams are out of the way. Tom, Initially I
would have said you ignition key wants synchronising with the immobiliser, but as you have
said the car eventually starts I doubt that is the case. That in my book leaves two things the
ignition switch or starter I would like to think it is the switch rather than the starter as that is a
biggish job. Do you have other keys on you ignition key ring? You say it starts first time with
the spare key so is that a key on it is own? You can see what I'm saying the key without extra
weight starts the car whereas the one with struggles. Try using the spare key for a while and
see if the problem still occurs if it does then it is starting to point to the starter motor, although
the problem could still be the barrel of the switch, move the key about having entered it into the
barrel see if that makes any difference. Send me you address UK only because of high postage
and I will send you a CD it will gives you loads of info that's not on my site. Best wishes and I
hope that helps you. Hello Lofty Unfortunately my local MB garage told me the other day that
the reason why my A year , km stopped was the tooth belt, which damaged the whole engine.
Strange, I never thought about it â€” I thought that changing the tooth belt was included in the B
service, the big one. I was then searching for an article about the issue in your precious
website, but I cannot find anything with that word. Is it maybe another term in English? Many
greetings from Denmark, Angelo, You have obviously been one of a few unfortunate owners,
although I suspect it more owners than we know about who have suffered a broken timing
chain. This is located inside the engine and does the same job as the timing belt cam Belt on
other modern cars. There was a time when all cars had this metal linked chain the keep the
engine timed with all the components valves etc but Mercedes-Benz are one of the few who
have retained it. This chain should outlive the car and it is not right that you should have to pay
that much money to Mercedes for the New Engine, Go and talk with them and try and get some
more help with the costs. I will then put the details on my site to warn other owners of the
problem. Your MB branch should not only ensure you get a discount but should fit the engine
free as well, this is a big problem for Mercedes if you publicise this information, as they do not
lay down a mileage at which the chain should be replaced and obviously didn't either pick up
the problem on the last service or warn you of a possible problem. So talk with them and if
necessary contact Mercedes-Benz Customer help line in your Country or Failing that get in
contact with the Mercedes Customer care line in your Country or even in Germany. To see the
Chains, there are two, one for the timing and one for the oil pump go to my page 33 the chains
you will see on the right hand side of the engine they run just inside the engine casing while the
Poly V belt runs on the outside driven by the crank pulley, a pulley that also drives the timing
chain, if the poly V belt breaks that to can also cause problems unless you stop driving the car
more or less straight away. The broken timing chain will have done damage more of less
straight away and you could not have avoided that. Also is you car always serviced by
Mercedes and when was the last service done? These are important things you should bear in
mind if you contact them which if I were you I would most certainly do. Engine management

light lit following bulb change? Dear Lofty, Thanks for the confirmation of my order. Any ideas
how I reset it? Look forward to hearing from you. You haven't said what year your wife's car is?
There are two other options, one is connect the battery for a min of 30mins and then turn on the
headlights and then reconnect the battery, the light may reset, if it doesn't then it is of to either
MB workshops or an MB independent, or the AA who may if you ask them nicely reset the light.
I will attach a mail received from another reader who is recommending a diagnostics tool that
appears to work well with the 'A' Class, he purchased his from E-bay and it only cost a fraction
more than you will have to pay MB to delete the light. This car is a menace when it does this,
there really shouldn't be a need to disconnect batteries to replace bulbs but the system is so
sensitive it does pay to do so, which is why I make the comments I do. I hope that helps sorry
I'm sorry I can't be more positive but MB staff have to live as well and they have made sure that
the after care of the car looks after them also. Best wishes Quote Hi Bert, This may be of
interest to your members. Now when I go to a garage I will know if they are bullshitting me. Help
Lofty, I am in dire straits!! I recently purchased a W-reg Merc A with miles on the clock. It has
been a joy to drive, up until a couple of days ago when the engine started making a lot of
rattling noise when warmed up, mainly from the drivers side. The noise goes away when the
engine is revved and returns on idle. I did not buy it from a trader so I do not have a warranty.
Would you please shed some light on the subject and let me know how much I would expect to
pay for a timing chain change? Follow up Feed back Hello Lofty. Just to give you an update on
the problem I had regarding the timing chain. After rigorously searching the net for a solution, I
found that a few of the A owners worldwide had ended up with snapped timing chains due to
malfunctioning timing chain tensioner's. I decided to change the tensioner and hey presto!
When I took the tensioner apart, I noticed the rubber seal on the piston had hardened which
meant that it was not holding the oil pressure. I will try and send you a picture of the offending
article as soon as I have downloaded it to my PC. Once more thank you for all your suggestions
and your excellent website. Ouch , what a pity you didn't pick this defect up when you bought
the car. Yes I does sound like a timing chain problem, although this is not a common fault on
the A class. Take a look at my page 33 and you will see the layout. Sorry to say it but I do not
trust many garages page I've got a full auto A, tonight on the dash as I was driving home an F
appeared. Luckily I was just arriving home, as the car didn't have any guts to get up a slight
incline OK I have an existing problem with the alternator,,,,the alternator belt tensioner is
knackered however still ticking along, I'm waiting for the part to arrive so the car can be
repaired on Friday Fault stored was P - Gear selector module I picked up the unit today and was
surprised at its simplicity of installation, the unit is held inside the cab by four setscrews and
the other end is a push fit fitting onto something Anyway the job I was getting done by my local
mechanic today was a fix of a separate botched MB job Just a quick question Although I have
heard of this 'F' displaying on many many cars along with the car going into 'get you mode' I'm
not aware of what causes it and have never seen the reason printed. I communicated this to the
owner in question. What is the ASR switch for? What is the ASR switch for what does it do?
When the system is trying to correct the wheel spin, in for instance muddy or icy conditions,
Stop the car, press the switch to deactivate the systems, you will now have manual control and
can pull away slowly gaining grip without the dut, dut,, dut, dut, noise. Always switch back to
systems ON triangle goes from display as soon as possible as these systems are fitted for your
safety. Hope that answers your question normally this switch and therefore systems would not
be deactivated. That is my understanding and from the layman's point of view I do not think you
will find it is to far out. Although I suspect that the technicians would add considerable more
information to the answer. ECU Repair Hello Lofty, I have been reading the relevant section
relating to my problem and just need a bit of feedback from you. I have been to the local Merc.
Dealer and come home with the printout of the diagnostic analysis, , , , frightening! On your web
page you made mention of two establishments that are able to repair at considerably less cost,
and I was just wondering if you may have had any further advise of these guys. Any suggestion
would be appreciated. The CD has just arrived and I have followed your instructions, , , ,
,Brilliant to say the least. I have an A of similar vintage as mine, on loan and it certainly feels a
lot more responsive than mine, engine is really crisp. Hopefully the repaired ECU will make a
difference. Mine is an old A W petrol, semi auto elegance with 60k on the clock and I have to
confess that I do like it, and certainly have no desire to part with it, but without the less costly
ECU option, I did think that I should get rid of her. An earlier photo of her is attached. I will let
you know what the results are but in the meanwhile would like to place on record how
appreciative I am of your support. Follow up mail- Good morning Lofty, This must be some form
of mental telepathy, , , , I have just come back from the garage and the repaired ECU is fitted
and the baby is back home. The car is very much more responsive and the ECU crowd were
brilliant. I really do appreciate your help and advice. Will be in contact, maybe later on today,

will you be there. So do not buy off e-bay you'll now see these units like the keys they will not
work on your car. If this works out for you as I'm sure it will consider purchasing my CD this
has masses of info on it that's not on my site and it will keep your running costs to a minimum
Cont. Love the picture of your car. Very nice, well worth sorting out the ECU at any price within
reason. You will find the car back to normal and as good as the one you have on loan, however
do check that the fuel filter has been changed and also give the repaired ECU time to settle
down after fitting. I had mailed Roger ECU testing so he was expecting you call. Best wishes
Thanks. Radio aerial location? What a good site this is. I have just purchased an A It came with
the original Sony cassette player xr-cr. This probably sounds silly, but I can't get any stations to
play. The stations have been pre-set by the previous owner. Could you tell me where the aerial
is on the car? The only sound a have is hissing, so there is power to the speakers. D Hi Two
things have you the code for the radio, it may pay you to try putting in the code, if you haven't
got it you may need to contact mercedes the handbook may also contain the code. Look in the
documentation you were given with the car hopefully it is there. To answer your question the
Ariel in in the rear spoiler but the connection is at the top of the rear door. I certainly have no
hesitation in saying that it was a brilliant alternative and considerable saving. Now, I know that
you said it would need some time to settle down but the consumption is disappointing. Prior to
the repair I was averaging about 35mpg in town and 45 on the open road. The last two tanks
have produced 28mpg and Am I still in the settling down stage? I might add that when the ECU
was refitted, the garage also replaced the air filter and fuel filter but other than that nothing else
was changed. When you get a chance, let me have your thoughts on this. It might well be that
having got accustomed to somewhat flat or sluggish performance but with good fuel
consumption, has created a jaundiced picture and that this better performance does result in
increased consumption. Just something I have to accept, but the difference is quite
disappointing. Sure, I will check it out over the next few weeks, but in the meanwhile I think your
idea of a gas analysis at a MOT test station is a good one. My MOT is due on the 9th February,
and so is the road tax. I will have the plugs examined and replaced. The reason for this is that
they were replaced miles ago, so maybe this is another avenue to follow. The cloth over the
exhaust will be tried out on Monday 5 , , , watch this space. I have been reading a few road test
reports and it seems as if the town consumption is within the test results, , , but my open road
figures are very low. The best open road figure was 43mpg in September, as against the current
best one of 35mpg. As you say, , , run the car for a few weeks and then decide. I will report back
to you. P thanks for your mail, I note your comments with interest as I have heard of one such
situation where the fuel consumption increased after the repair to the MAFS. Can I ask you to
contact R on their return from the break and speak with him about the problem. This could be
some thing to do with the new MAFS but to be honest I'm not sure what they do apart from
fitting new reeds I will drop R a line now and ask him about this, I do know the last owner did
not resolve his problem and along with the age of the car he decided to get rid of it buying a
Honda, I trust that You can resolve your problem without that degree of action. As a result of
this mail I contacted the company who carried out the repair myself and as usual they were very
helpful. I have not known it before but If we have set his MAF incorrectly then we can easily
rectify this on the bench. We have also had reports of higher fuel consumption from a couple of
customers in the past but when we have tested the MAF voltage it has been perfect and when
tested on the gas analyser it has been fine - I am not sure if it is the odd customer that is used
to driving with a low voltage MAFS that causes sluggish performance but fantastic fuel
consumption as it makes then engine run very weak, but then after having the MAF rebuilt they
have all there power back and tend to use more fuel due to the extra power under there right
foot. We have tried to lower the MAF voltage slightly on one customers MAF before on request
in an attempt to improve the fuel consumption but it just makes the engine sluggish again. The
content is self explanatory. I can only suggest you continue to run the car for a few weeks and
then if you feel it is running rich 1. The other check is to remove a plug and check to see if it is
sooted up. Third option is to get it to a MOT test station and get them to do a gas analysis, if the
mixture is out it should show in the readouts. Diesel fuel filter replacement problem. Lofty Still
using the CD regularly as my wife and daughter both have As. Currently changing the front
springs on my daughters as one coil has snapped and unfortunately the aluminium spring
support on the strut has cracked also! Changed the alternator on my wife a few months ago and
service them both as required. One issue I struggle with is when I change the diesel filter I do
not know how to bleed it through and I can't find this info on your CD. I currently end up
cranking the engine over until the battery is nearly flat and fingers crossed they start. There
must be a correct way to do this! Any ideas? One issue we had with my wife's recently was an
intermittent electrical fault where when the ignition was switched on only the SRS light would
illuminate on the dash. Under these circumstances the car would not crank over not even a

solenoid click yet all other power lights etc was fine. Thankfully before diving in and changing
the starter motor which looks a nightmare thinking it was the solenoid itself it turned out to be
the ignition switch on the end of the ignition barrel. Changed this and fault gone! Any
suggestions on the diesel filter gratefully received Cheers. Pleased your finding the CD useful,
This is the only information I have and it doesn't really mention the bleeding aspect. However
when I used to change my diesel filter :- 1. Remove old filter clean container replace seals as
nec 2. Fit new filter. Fill container as near to full as possible with diesel. It should then only take
a couple of turns of the starter to start the car, short busts are better than one long wind. Hi
How do I get to the electrical plug for the indicator stalk. I want to use a switch cleaner to clean
the contacts. The full beam is not going off. The stalk is ok, I can push it back and towards me.
Matt , you will have to remove the steering wheel, and when you do I'm sure you will find the
switch broken as shown in the photo on my site, this can however be repaired using a small
plate or glue but at present I can't say which glue would be best. I would plate the weak area
and I'd use the screws from an old video case to hold it together they are made for plastic and
hold well just use a small pilot hole they are self threading. Stuck bonnet Just spent an uneasy
night! Yesterday I tried to open the bonnet of my classic Y reg without success! Spent last
evening reading your page about what I should have done and haven't! Today I've revisited the
scene to discover that the bonnet catch lever was offering a certain amount of resistance so I
concluded that the cable appeared to be intact. Then in order not to damage anything I 'slapped'
the bonnet and after a flew blows the catch released. So belatedly and after treading that very
dark path in thought of what do I do next? So the moral is - do not neglect to lubricate this item.
All good wishes and thanks again for your CD. I'm pleased you managed to open your bonnet, I
wouldn't have been able to offer any solution to the problem it really is a nightmare , that's why I
have put in an emergency pull without it I do not know what you could do All the best for the
new year , well what's left of it Silicone spray on that release and least once every six months
and if you get time put in the emergency release then you know your ok if the other one does for
some reason fail. Poly 'V belt pulley bearing failure Hi Lofty, I am looking through your A Class
CD Rom which has already paid for itself by identifying a drop-link problem now solved but my
A Auto , S Reg, miles has now developed a whining noise that is rev dependent, also audible
when stationary, both in neutral and park, if the engine is revved up. The auto transmission
seems normal. I see from your CD how to check the transmission fluid level but have not yet
bought the dip-stick. Could this whine be water-pump related? There is no evidence of any
coolant fluid on the ground around the car. There do not seem to be any rattles, squeaks or
knocking noises from the engine bay at tick-over, only this whine as the revs build. Any
suggestions most gratefully received. Thank you again for a great product. Regards, Graham.
Space is tight but it can be done with a bit of patience. The noise will be directly under the
drivers seat. Good luck please let me know how you get on. Water pump? I have not heard of an
'A' class with a water pump problem to date. Cont See also my page Poly V belt page. You
would be well advised to replace the belt at the same time unless done recently and use your
Vin when you purchase the belt, Air con is longer than without air con. Where is my battery
located? Brake problems Sorry to bug u but I was wondering if you could help with a couple of
questions I was driving my car on Monday morning and had to stop using the handbrakes as
the brake pedal didn't do anything! I didn't see any warning lights or anything - but then I was
more worried about stopping! I was just wondering if you know of any one else that has had this
problem and what may be the cause The brake fluid is all topped up, all pipes connected etc
Sounds silly but I cant remember what it did before now! Further info recd After having a look
round we could not find anything that was obvious so, we have now changed all 4 brake lines
and bled the system. What we did notice whilst doing this though - which I do not know if you
may want to mention to fellow A class owners - is that the clip holding the ABS line and the
handbrake cables in the rear wheel arches had snapped, meaning my tyres were nicely wearing
away my ABS line Thank you for your help, it was very useful when looking over the car Fay. I
have accidentally deleted the message sent to this owner, I was able to point out the location of
the battery, under the drivers feet, covered by the hatch plate. The second problem she had was
more serious. Topping up coolant reservoir. Hi Lofty Thanks for sending me your CD a while
back â€” it has already proved helpful when changing the front and back bulbs. You were
correct, the back set is easy but the front lamps are terribly difficult. I think I may need to top up
my coolant my A was purchased in Nov Can I use the Mercedes Benz coolant neat, or do I need
to dilute with water. If so, how do I measure it? I would really appreciate your help on this one.
Take a look at this link mypage. I do not advise using other coolants or mixing coolants, the
corrosion inhibitor is essential in this engine and the MB fluids will meet all the requirements
specified. Power steering problem Please My has a problem???? I loose the power steering??
Feed back thank you for your reply, all that is good I think the pump is faulty it looks like is

working on and off even when I'm not steering, I am getting one from BBA Reman If you check
the fuse allocation list it will tell you which fuse supplies the power I would be inclined to pull
and clean the spades on the fuse, I feel sure there is also a nominated relay that may also be
suspect you could try switching the relays over to see if it makes any difference if yes then
replace the duff relay. Also fixed to the chassis frame nearside engine bay you will see a small
plastic box not far away from the power steering pump those the terminals in that may need
cleaning Fluid level in the battery and psp are important If all those items are ok then it could be
the power steering pump at fault or the alternator, the reason I say that is because when parking
the alternator is running slow if it stops producing power then the power steering will fail as its
a direct supply the pump does not run off the battery Also if you battery power is down the all
the power being produced will be taken up by supplying other components including truing to
keep the battery charged hence the PSP will fail because of insufficient power. Hope that helps
all the information with photos is on my site Please help me by feeding back information as to
the fault when you have sorted it out, it is the only reward I seek. Problems getting Diagnostics
tool to work on my car!! I recently bought a code reader GS from talk to my car did receive the
discount. And on trying to use the instrument it tells me it won't connect to the vehicle. The car
is a A W Reg have you had any look with the unit you bought. And do you know if there is any
codes for the A class, I have been in touch with the supplier by E-Mail They do respond but with
no real answers. Also I was given a Haynes Manual for the A class for Christmas from my
Daughter To service her car, and there is no mention in the use of a code reader. The Book
reads OK but the pictures are a bit dark. Any Info would be helpful Regards Edmond yes the
plug does fit. There is every chance the unit will not work on your car, your car being pre
manufactured reg. EOBD was not required on cars petrol prior to manufacturing dates , for
petrol and diesel although your car is fitted with a connector I doubt it will read any codes even
if the connector fits. The connection is fitted and used by MB using 'star' diagnostics by their
workshops. Does the connector actually fit your diagnostics connection? The MOT tester failed
to get a live of the the light cluster block on the light socket. We agreed I would take a look at
the unit and test it out I have the bulbs now working but alas the bulb cluster works but the car
would not start after plugging the unit back in I have used WD40 on the unit and dried it as best
as I could its fully dry and clean now. Anyway to cut to the chase the engine seems to have
enough power to turn over, I have disconnected the battery over night and just tried it again but
the engine does not flicker into life! Any ideas please? I have taken a look around your website
but I am a little amiss to know how to get her started. Feed back I decided to try a charge on the
battery temporarily until getting a new battery and hey presto it fired up ok - Just took for a long
run and will see how it goes for a while. The battery I notice is a one Merc type and has the clear
tube fitted. Strangely the rear led bulb is working fine now but I think the problem is that the
pins on the actual bulb seem pushed in slightly - I must admit I notice that with these cars the
low battery fooled me a little as it seems on most other cars you seem to get the slow sounding
starting motor and the dimmed dash light and the drained sound the A class still sounds perky
so. Thanks for the Advice - Its my second A I did contact you last year with my other
Avantegarde phase 2 that was a Auction scrapper and had a number of electrical faults and
front pads worn to more that minimum but I must say its been great since the few jobs I did
myself. Thanks for the Help. Almost with out doubt the battery is shot, if you can get to a
Halfords store they stock a battery for this car which is vented, having said that because the
battery is potentionally in the car it has a vent pipe that connects to the battery and vent's under
the floor if the vent is the wrong end simply use a longer tube. This car is very particular about a
fully charged battery as everything is electrical, just playing with the lights was the final straw
The LED bulbs should have made any difference but you need to take car where they are used,
they do sometimes create problems with such things as indicators. My advise would be to use
those in the reversing lamp and return to normal bulbs for all other circuits. But you will have to
check that capacitors have not been fitted, or the demand on the circuits will be more than it
should be. The garage should be able to do this for you. Not MB they will charge a small fortune
place a meter on each circuit that's been fitted with the LED to check the demand in amps. Hope
that helps Please let me know how you get on If you have a second vehicle Halfords will test the
'A' class battery on site, it may only need a good charge? Whining noise from front wheel area?
Thanks for your forum, which is incredibly informative. I wonder if you could point me in the
right direction please? I have an A, petrol RH drive. It increases in pitch as speed increases, but
sometimes disappears at around 70mph. It sometimes stops when the clutch is depressed. It
does tend to come and go a bit. There are two ideas on you website â€” 1 the thrust bearing â€”
but the noise would be more central or LHS I would have thought or 2 the v-belt p57 , but I am
not entirely sure if that would generate a whining sound. I suppose it might be a wheel bearing?
Any thoughts. I responded to the owner suggesting that the problem may be a poly v belt

tensioner pulley wheel bearing. Which as it turned out was the case. The owner was able to
carry out the repair himself. She locked the car with the remote, returning to the vehicle an hour
later the car would not unlock with remote. Used the key to open drivers door, alarm went off.
Replaced batteries and tried to re sync the system. Did not work â€” car will still not unlockindicators do not signal. Checked vacuum pump in boot area, appears to be dry. Tried both sets
of keys with new batteries, no joy, Any ideas? Feed back Lofty, I disconnected the battery,
reconnected after 30 mins. Alarm sounded again, waited until it had cycled for 30 seconds and
silenced. Then I did the following to synchronise the key fob. Pressed both the unlock and lock
together and held for 10 seconds, then released and to my amazement the car then locked and
unlocked with the key fob. Many thanks for all your help, wife happy and now I will be fed
again!!! Cheers Rob. Disconnect the battery for at least 30 mins reconnect using correct
procedure positive terminal first, Put side lights on before re-connection try the keys. In these
sorts of situations every thing is suspect until eliminated follow up post Robert you need to
determine the state of the car's battery before going further, it may well be that the battery has
gone and that's why there wasn't enough power to even cut the alarm. Halfords will test your
existing battery and can sell you one suitable for the A class which must have a breather as it is
housed in the cab do not worry if the vent is the wrong end simply buy a piece of longer tube
and push it through the same hole in the floor , vents to outside. Hope you sort it OK and would
appreciate you letting me know how you get on. The alarm siren is probably running on the
rechargeable battery in the horn itself so that may well run down but do not worry it will
recharge when the car is back and running. Got home checked out your site found out about the
link between the alt and psp. Day 2 started car this morning alt light went off then came back on
in seconds, no power steering fuse blown again!!! Could this be a alt fault causing steering fault
in my experience alt's die and stay dead or psp pump fault causing problems with the alt?? Any
help gratefully received, M Feed Back Just removed the psp to inspect and found the pos, neg,
blue wire had all rubbed against the chassis hence the various faults and fuse blowing, just
about to put back together will let you know if all is ok. Hi Matt Chicken and egg which came
first? There is no doubt that the PSP problem is linked to the alt output, If you leave the PSP
fuse blown does the alternator work ok with every thing running that all the power you can
possibly demand? Although the battery does not run the PSP if the battery is on the blink it will
demand more power from the alt which may over load causing the PSP to starve of power. If
that's ok then i would suspect a fault on the PSP although normally they fail by running all the
time ignition on or off!! Hope that helps Please keep me informed it helps me to help others.
Battery problems failure to start. Hi Lofty, I am glad that I have found your site, a mechanic
recommended it! I wonder if you can help. My car will not start there is battery power - good
enough to use the radio, electric windows and the lights do not appear to dim when put on. On
Saturday the car would not start so I tried to bump start it with kids and wife in the car and after
many failed attempts I had given up. So I jumped in the car and thought I'd just turn they key
and it started! Went out and parked up and the car started ok on return. On Sunday the car did
not start and did not after trying to bump start or trying to rock the car in gear to liven up any
starting motor! All the ignition lights come on lighting up the whole dash however the SRS light
goes off first, followed by the seatbelt light. My keys have seen better days however I have
tested the fob and the red LED comes on once and goes out. I have tried to Synchronise the
Remote Keys with the engine immobiliser by pressing the key fob unlock twice and then turning
the key to position 2 however this has not worked but I may be making an error Last night I tried
to jump start it off another car and nothing happened and then this morning Tuesday I have
tried a "reboot" by disconnecting the battery and no change still. This is my wife's car I do not
have a car as work is around the corner Any advice?
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As I had no transport I got a guy to come around who deals with immobilisers key fobs
batteries etc and he confirmed exactly the same as you. Checked battery to see if any warranty
on and had 3 year - kept invoice and had 2 months left! Car runs again and starts again and
again and again - many thanks Thanks a man in need of some good news! My first port of call
would be Halfords and get them to do a battery check, you need to know that the battery is
13volts plus , if its below that then there is every chance the car will not start. Can I suggest you
do then come back to me if the battery is given a clean bill of health. Do you know how old the
battery is? The power they take is nothing compared with the power required to start the cold
car. If the battery does need replacing then Halfords sell one for your car, it must be vented and
the vent tube drops out through the floor if the vent is the wrong end of the battery simply

purchase a longer polythene tube and connect to the battery.

